The effect of reducing the formal order of accuracy of a finite-difference scheme in order to optimize its high-wavenumber performance, is investigated using the I-D nonlinear unsteady inviscid Burgers' equation. Both explicit and compact schemes are compared to schemes with various levels of optimization. Results are given for the absolute and L2 errors as a function of time. It is found that the benefits of optimization do carry over into nonlinear applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computational aeroacoustics is concerned with the time-accurate solution of flow and acoustic phenomena over long periods of time. To accomplish this goal, high-order finite-difference schemes and optimized schemes have been developed (e.g., Gottlieb et al., 1976; Lele, 1992; Tam et al., 1993a; Zingg et al., 1993; Haras et al., 1994; Hixon, 1998a; Hixon et al., 1998b and Hixon, 1998c) .
There are two main classes of high-accuracy finite-difference schemes: explicit schemes and compact schemes. Explicit schemes employ large computational stencils for accuracy, while compact schemes use smaller stencils by using the flux derivatives as independent variables at each grid point. While compact schemes are more accurate 259 than the equivalent explicit schemes, solving for each flux derivative requires a scalar tridiagonal or pentadiagonal matrix inversion (e.g., Lele, 1992) . Recently, however, a new prefuctorization method has been introduced that allows the matrix to be prefactored into two matrices that are more easily solved (Hixon et al.. 1998b; Hixon, I998c) .
There arc also two strategies for designing finitedifference stencils. For a given stencil, one can either choose coefficients that return the highest formal order of accuracy possible, or the stencil can be optimized to reduce high-wavenumber errors at the price of lowering the formal order of accuracy. This optimization work has been used for both compact (e.g., Lele, 1992 and Hams et al., 1994) and explicit (e.g., Tam et al., 1993a and Zingg et al., 1993) stencils. It should be noted R. HIXON that the optimization method is somewhat arbitrary in that the band of wavenumbcrs and the measure of allowable error for the optimization is determined by the scheme designer. Thus, the benefits of the optimized scheme can be lost if the required accuracy for a problem is below the allowable error for the scheme (Zingg, 1997) .
In this work, the nonlinear performance of optimized schemes will be investigated using the I-D unsteady Burgers' equation. Only central difference stencils will be investigated; although stencilshirting ENO-type schemes (Harten et al., 1987) arc designed for nonlinear flows with discontinuities and have been used on nonlinear propagation problems (c.g., Meadows et al., 1993 and Casper et al., 1995) , the effect of the changing dispersion relations from stencil to stencil on the solution is another variable and is beyond the scope of this work.
MATHEMATICAL AND NUMERICAL

FORMULATION
the work of Lele (1992) and Tam et al. (1993a) and investigate the spectral accuracy of the scheme. In this way, we will get a measure of performance based on the number of grid points per wavelength of the Ilow gradients, which will give a useful guide to the grid needed for accurate wave propagation. In order to investigate the spectral performance of these schemes, let us assume that the function we are taking the numerical derivative of, is simple harmonic with wavenumber k and is discretized on a uniform grid of spacing f>x:
dx f>x where k S» is the scaled wavenumber and -tt < k f>x < tt, For simplicity, the scaled wavenumber will be called only the wavenumber henceforth. We have a given number of points per wavelength (PPW);
Thus, the function at grid point 11 can be written Given a function I(x), a general finite-differenee central derivative at grid point II can be written as:
ppw=-kf>x as:
The coefficients for the schemes investigated are given in Table r. and the numerical derivative at x=O becomes: The left-hand-side of Eq. (\) determines if the differencing scheme is explicit or compact. For a compact differencing scheme, each derivative depends on the value of its neighboring derivatives; thus, a scalar matrix inversion is required to obtain the values of the derivatives. For an explicit differencing scheme. however, the value of each derivative is independent of its neighbors.
The error term is a function of the order of accuracy of the scheme. To provide a more useful estimate of the magnitude of the error, we follow ,sin(j(kf>x) ) The error in a central derivative is dispersive, and the numerical derivative takes the form:
where k6.x is called the numerical wavenumber.
Using this definition, the numerical wavenumber can be written as: of the number of points per wavelength. Notice the wide range of errors for different schemes even though they have the same formal order of accuracy. As more points per wavelength are used, however, the slope of the error curve becomes a constant that depends on the order of accuracy of the scheme. For example, note that the error curves for the fourth-order schemes all have the same slope at high numbers of points per wavelength.
In Figure I , the numerical wavenumber curves all show similar behavior. At low wavenumbers (large number of points per wavelength), the schemes follow the exact wavenumber well. As the wavenumber increases, the numerical wavenumber reaches a maximum and then drops to zero at a wavenumber of 7[. The practical effect of thc numerical wavenumber is that it directly influences the computed propagation speed of waves. A numerical wavenumber that is lower than the exact wavenumber will cause the computed waves to travel slower than the physical ones, while a higher numerical wavenumber will cause an increase in propagation speed.
The maximum value of the numerical wavenumber has two effects. First, the maximum allowable time step is directly proportional to the maximum numerical wavenumber (higher wavenumbers mean smaller time steps). Secondly, the spurious waves generated by nonlinear effects reach a maximum at this wavenumber.
Though it is not visible on this scale, the maximum order schemes always return a numerical Ik6.x) and the dispersion error can be written as:
Using this measure of scheme error, there are two possibilities for reducing error. The standard approach is to use the stencil coefficients to maximize the formal order of accuracy of the scheme and thus guarantee that grid refinement will result in a maximum reduction of the error. The second approach is to reduce the formal order of accuracy of the scheme and use the remaining stencil coeflicients to minimize the error over a range of wavenumbers. Figure I shows the numerical wavenumber response for the schemes considered. wavenumber that is less than the exact wavenumber. With optimization, the numerical wavenumher can also be greater than the exact wavenumber.
For example, at low wavenumbers, the fourthorder optimized schemes (ORP and optimized compact) return a numerical wavenumber that NONLINEAR COMPARISON OF HIGH-ORDER FD SCHEMES 263 the solution can be written as:
(12) ( 13)
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However, at time:
where Given an initial single-wavenumber periodic solution on the domain 0 < x < I:
An example of a nonlinear equation is the inviscid 1-D Burgers' equation:
a shock forms as the wave steepens, and the shock is located using Whitham's area rule (Whitham, 1974) :
The remaining part of the solution is found using Eq. (I I). Figure 3 shows a solution of Burgers' equation at several different times, with the initial condition:
is greater than the exact wavenumber, crossing over the exact wavenumber once and then dropping to zero at a wavenumber of tt . The secondorder optimized schemes (ZLJ and HT) initially return a lower numerical wavenumber, cross over in the midrange, and cross over again at high wave-numbers.
In Figure 2 , the points where the four optimized schemes cross over the exact wavenumber are shown on the error plot as spikes in the curve (since the error is zero at crossing points). The schemes that use one optimization parameter (DRP and optimized compact) have one crossing point, while the schemes that use two optimization parameters (ZLJ and HT) have two crossing points.
The effect of the optimization is to increase the resolution of the scheme with few points per wavelength by lowering the formal order of accuracy, and hence reducing the performance of the scheme with many points per wavelength. Since all of the optimized schemes use the same stencil size as a sixth-order scheme, the order of accuracy may be reduced one level (fourth order) or two levels (second order). The curves in Figure 2 show that the optimized schemes always perform better than the unoptimized scheme of the same order of accuracy (while also requiring more work). The curves also show that there is a range where the optimized scheme will be more accurate than a higher-order scheme using the same stencil size, but this range is fairly limited. As shown, by reducing the order more, the optimization range can be extended (e.g., the ZLJ and HT schemes).
For a linear problem with a small range of wavenumbers, the optimized scheme can be made to outperform the higher-order scheme. However, with a change in grid spacing, the higher-order scheme can also be made to outperform the optimized scheme. As the wavenumber range increases, it becomes less clear which scheme provides a better solution.
1n an unsteady nonlinear problem, however, the wavenumber range changes as time progresses. In this solution, the wave steepens as it travels, forming a shock at time = 0.637. As time proceeds, the lower-wavenumber waves transfer more and more energy to the high-wavenumber waves, as illustrated in Figure 4 .
Since this is the inviscid Burgers' equation, the shock has no thickness. This means that there is no upper limit to the wavcnurnbers in the solution once the shock appears. Numerically, this means that there is no grid spacing that will resolve the shock.
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NUMERICAL TEST DESCRIPTION
Four numerical tests will be shown. Test I has the iniIial distribution:
Since this equation allows unlimited wavenumber growth and has an exact solution, it was used to compare the nonlinear performance of the six schemes given in Table I stencils and boundary condition specification from the results. The periodic domain may favor the compact schemes more than the explicit schemes, due to the effects of boundary stencil specifications on compact schemes (Carpenter et al., 1993) .
The time stepping method used is Stanescu et al.'s (1998) while Test 2 has the initial distribution:
Test 3 has the initial distribution:
Finally, TesI 4 has the initial distribution:
Calculations were performed for Tests 1-4. No filtering or artificial dissipation terms were added; while the solutions may be improved by filtering out unresolved wavenumbers, it was found that the filters also removed data from the resolved waves and this additional error overwhelmed the errors from the schemes as the shock formed. For each test case, the problem was run until the time of initial shock formation. Results are shown for the solution and the spectral content of the solution at the midpoint of the run and at the time of shock formation. Results are also shown for the L 2 and maximum error norms for the entire computation. Since the L 2 norm contains both the low-wavenumber and high-wavenumber error components, it was considered to be the more accurate measure of error for this problem.
Figures 5-9 show the error time history for Test I. Figures 5 and 6 show the solutions given by the schemes. There is not much visual difference between the computed solutions and the exact solution, mainly due to the small distance the wave has traveled. However, it can be seen that the optimized and high-order schemes give a slightly sharper shock than the explicit fourth-order scheme.
In Figures 7 and 8 , we see that the high-order schemes show an initial advantage. However, at
RESULTS
(22)
As the amplitude of the initial sine wave is reduced, the rate of growth of the high-wavenumber modes is also reduced, causing the wave to steepen more slowly. This lesser rate of nonlinearity will allow the wave to travel farther before the high-wavenumber waves move into the unresolved range.
The grid for this problem has 32 equally spaced points, giving 32 points per wavelength for the initial wave. From Figure 2 , this corresponds roughly to the minimum number of points for each scheme to obtain its formal order of accuracy. This is also more than the number of points usually used for linear wave propagation in computational aeroacoustics calculations. The domain is periodic in order to remove the effect of boundary Notice that the more heavily optimized schemes have an advantage after time = 0,2, Figure 9 shows the spectral content of the solution at the midpoint of the run and as the shock forms, Note that the sixth-order and optimized schemes have very similar performance in the low points-per-wavelength range, As noted in Tam and Shen (I993a) there is a maximum wavenumber above which the numerical schemes will not allow the wave to progress, which corresponds to the maximum numerical wavenumber in Figure I . Since energy is cascading up through the wavenumber range, the energy accumulates at this point. This energy accumulation is visible in Figure 9 , and becomes more pronounced in the later test input cases.
Figures 10-14 show thc error time history for Test 2. Figures 10 and II show the solutions given by the schemes at the midpoint of the run and at the shock formation time, Since the wave bas traveled farther than in Test I, the effect of tbe wavenumber error has allowed the marginally resolved waves to travel noticeably slower than the resolved waves. The effect of improved accuracy is noticeable, though the optimized solutions are not visually better than the sixth-order solutions.
In Figures 12 and 13 , we again see the initial advantage of the high-order schemes. As before, at time = 2.0, the wave has steepened to a point that high-wavenumber components of the solution exist. After this point, the optimized scbemes perform equal to or slightly beller than the highorder schemes with the same stencil size. Notice that the more heavily optimized schemes have an advantage after time = 2.0. Figure 14 shows the spectral content of the solution at the midpoint of the run and at the shock formation time. Now the schemes are becoming more differentiated, as wave propagation plays more of a role in the problem. Note that the optimized schemes are slightly outperforming the sixth-order schemes in the low points-perwavelength range. Figures 15-19 show the results for Test 3. Figures IS and 16 show the solutions given by the schemes. The effect of improved accuracy is more apparent in this test, due to the longer propagation distance of the waveform before the shock forms. For the first time, the effect of dispersion error is evident in the midpoint solution shown in Figure IS . Figure 16 shows some interesting characteristics of the schemes. For example, the unresolved waves are distributed in front of and behind the shock in both the DRP and optimized compact schemes. while the ZLJ and HT schemes have the unresolved waves trailing the shock. This is due to the extra optimization parameter used in the ZLJ and HT schemes, which leads to two crossings of the exact wavenumber curve. In Figures 17 and 18 , we see the same scheme behavior as in the previous two tests. However, the advantage of the optimized schemes is more pronounced than in the first two tests. time, allowing the dispersion errors in the resolved wuvcnumbcr range to become very important to the solution.
In Figure 20 , the solution at the midpoint of the run is shown. Note that the DR? and optimized compact schemes are showing visible errors porIion of the wave is visibly traveling at the wrong speed due to the very long propagation distance. This error can be definitely attributed to the 'resolved' waves since the error is leading the wavefront. In Figure 21 , the results illustrate the effect of the dispersion errors on the solution. The fourthorder solutions show large dispersion errors, particularly the explicit scheme. The DRP and optimized compact schemes both show large dispersion error, with the wavefront visibly leading the exact solution. The ZLJ and HT compact schemes both perform well on this problem, giving a better solution than the sixth-order schemes.
Interestingly, we sec in Figures 22 and 23 that the DRP and optimized compact schemes never give less error than the sixth-order schemes. However, the more optimized schemes (ZLJ and HT) give less error than the sixth-order schemes. Figure 24 shows the spectral content of the solutions at the midpoint and shoek formation time. Notiee that there is less differentiation between the schemes compared to Figure 19 . It is also seen that the optimized compact and DRP schemes have the best performance at low points per wavelength; however, the error at higher points per wavelength more than offsets the improved accuracy in this case.
CONCLUSIONS
A nonlinear comparison of optimized and highorder finite-difference schemes has been performed using the I-D inviscid Burgers' equation. From these simple tests, several conclusions can be drawn.
First, the compact schemes perform better than the explicit schemes, usually giving an order or magnitude reduction in the errors. While the compact schemes require more work for a given order of accuracy, the improvement in accuracy offsets the additional work required.
Second, the formal order of accuracy of a scheme is much less important than its performance at marginal resolution. Again, this is shown by the performance of the compact schemes and optimized schemes for these test problems.
Third, in most realistic nonlinear calculations, there will be areas of marginal resolution in the grid. The error due to these areas will dominate the error in the solution. The improved performance of the optimized schemes at marginal resolution can more than compensate for the slightly increased error in fully resolved regions, depending on the level of optimization chosen.
Fourth, as the problem becomes more linear and waves must propagate for longer distances, the optimized schemes can improve the solution accuracy substantially. As long as the optimization is consistent with the accuracy requirements for the solution. the optimized schemes can reduce the necessary grid substantially. However. if the accuracy required is greater than the optimization allows, the solution will be worse.
In summary, while these resulls are necessarily not general, they do indicate that the optimized schemes show an advantage for nonlinear problems as well as linear problems due to their improved performance at marginal resolution. Since the high-wavenumber waves are the major source of error. the gain from optimization can more than offset the loss of formal accuracy for both explicit and compact differencing schemes in these tests. However, as in all endeavors, the right tool must be chosen for the job.
